From Creators of USB REZOTONE

Our qualified team of Russian scientists, PhD and Academicians, who have
chosen to give you the opportunity to use our highly protective REZOTONE
device against 5G.
Why? The answer to this can be traced back to a journey that started with a
pioneer, the re-born Amelia Earhart.
It was her idea to start manufacturing our USB REZOTONE.
The process is that of converting harmful radiation into useful radiation.
The radiation itself does not disappear, but is converted into another form.
Detailed experiments on reducing the magnitude of the signal from a
microwave source in the range of 1-20 GHz, on which the structure we
created, were shown, showed that the minimum signal decrease was 14 dB
and the maximum was 54 dB.
When electricity of the USB turned off from, the radius of action is reduced
to the size of a person’s own electromagnetic field, because the structure on
the device’s antenna works without a radiator. The effect is not limited to
EMF, there is a powerful positive effect on all physiological and geobiological parameters, reducing or removing quite a lot of geopathic zones
inside and out. Including Curry and Hartman Grids.
The operating time is limited only by the operating time of the electrical
components and the physical configuration's state that has been installed
on the antenna's generator.If the generator stops working, then the flash
drive can be used individually, keeping it within its own field. The
prototypes are still working after 10 years.”
We have programs which highly protect from 3, 4, 5G, which rapidly
restore and improve all systems in the human body after exposure.
Please share with us your experiences with USB Rezotone to help monitor
progress.
We are a small dedicated team of people, with expertise, every USB is
handmade, requiring a very sophisticated process, with 5 levels of
validation. Even the plastic was carefully chosen, so we can guarantee the
best protection against 5G. But our production is small.

Rezotone USB device was created in 2011, has a license issued by the
Russian government and a patent. When there was an explosion at
Fukushima, the Russian far East was protected from radiation by similar
programs on flash USB cards, they were put on cell towers. Because these
USB REZOTONE can protect the house, the room and the people inside.
A Russian team of scientists has collected data from 3,000 people who have
already used USB REZOTONE over the past years. Some of these people
worked in highly toxic radioactive and electromagnetic hazardous areas.
But by using a protective USB REZOTONE, it gave them extraordinary
positive results with no side effects from radiation.

